Short-term synaptic plasticity in rabbit pancreatic ganglia.
The extrinsic innervation of the pancreas converges on a plexus of intrinsic pancreatic ganglia whose cholinergic neurons innervate acini, ducts, islets and blood vessels. Therefore, understanding ganglionic transmission is essential for understanding neural control of pancreatic secretion. Intracellular recordings of nicotinic fast excitatory postsynaptic potentials (fEPSPs) and action potentials (APs) were used to characterize and compare transmission in ganglia from the head/neck and body regions of the rabbit pancreas. Paired-pulse facilitation (PPF) or depression (PPD) of fEPSPs was observed in ganglia from both regions with PPF peaking and disappearing at shorter inter-stimulus intervals than PPD. PPF was most frequent in the head/neck (60%) and PPD (50%) in the body. Repetitive stimulation (10 Hz/5 s) evoked multiple forms of mid- and post-train plasticity. Facilitation during the first 1-2 s of train stimulation was reduced or reversed with continued stimulation due to development of synaptic depression and mid-train depression was of greater magnitude in the head/neck region. A brief (approximately 10 s) post-train augmentation was followed by a 1-2 min post-train depression that appeared to result from inhibition of ACh release. Regional differences in the frequency, magnitude, or duration of all forms of synaptic plasticity suggested regional differences in the extrinsic innervation patterns and possibly the function of pancreatic ganglia. In conclusion, rabbit pancreatic ganglia exhibit multiple forms of short-term synaptic plasticity that markedly alter the probability of postsynaptic firing, consistent with these ganglia being critical sites of synaptic integration and autonomic regulation of pancreatic secretion.